
TN WRITING ASSESSMENT ANCHOR PAPERS FOR OPINION

The Tennessee writing rubrics are designed to score the student responses from writing prompts and annotated student
responses on the Assessment Design.

By using invented spelling, children are demonstrating what they know about letter sounds. Though the
rubrics are not explicitly designed to be used as instructional resources, the department provides the writing
rubric in advance so that educators can prepare students for the writing portion of the TNReady assessment.
Ramona was wrong because she hurt Susan when she pulled her curls. History, while the literacy strand
focuses on ensuring that ELA skills are also present in a student response. Dinosaurs lived on Earth a long
time ago. Do not grade the independent project, as a grade is not the purpose of this part of Writers'
Workshop. Grade 3 has a new writing rubrics aligned to writing standard W. The majority of students are
writing at or above our high expectations. Every year, I pick an area to study to improve my craft. I encourage
you to try Writers' Workshop. Establishing a routine for teaching writing is important at every level. Grades 5.
Teacher and student write together, sharing in the thinking that is involved in creating an essay. It was crafted
in and has two strands: content and literacy. Among their many uses, anchor papers can be used to: Deepen
understanding of the writing rubrics Serve as model essays during instruction Guide discussions about
feedback and revisions Build confidence and consistency in scoring. Anchor Papers The TNReady writing
rubrics are designed to be applied holistically rather than through a checklist. The results are encouraging.
During this writing time, conference with students. As a matter of fact, we probably should assume they don't.
Our students deserve a process that will grow them as writers; a process that teaches them how, offers them
practice, and determines if they've mastered the skill. The Independent Project Practice is important. As I
travel around the state of Tennessee and speak with teachers, there is a common concern. While the traits
remain the same, Focus and Organization has been reordered to come before Development. Noticing she put
two spaces after every word, I asked her reasoning for doing this. The purpose is growth. As you model
appropriate writing with the mentor text, give students time to practice those lessons in their own writing.
Together, it took us two years to perfect the routines we followed to teach writing. Freshman English class.
Her response: "Well, my teacher should have told me that from the start. Think about teacher prep programs or
professional development on the subject. Student responses will then be scored by these scorers using the
anchor papers and the Tennessee writing rubrics that have been used previously. Are you interested in Writers'
Workshop training? Annotated student anchor papers serve as examples of how the rubrics are applied to
individual papers and represent a range of performance levels. This portal is your source for information about
the Florida Standards Assessments. Writing is thinking on paper and that part cannot be overlooked.


